College students throughout the country will soon be able to have total access to their personal records and data. A new section which was added to the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 by Senator James Buckley (Cons.-N.Y.) will also open high school records to parents November 19.

Senator Buckley articulated the intent of the act as restoring "parental rights and seeking privacy for students." He added that the legislation would let students give access to all existing records. Included among these records are letters of recommendation for employment or for scholarships which were solicited from third parties with an explicit commitment that they would be confidential.

The act gives students access to all existing records. Included among these records are letters of recommendation for employment or for scholarships which were solicited from third parties with an explicit commitment that they would be confidential.

The new Act forces educational institutions to decide whether they want to go through the hassle of having to find certain files to destroy or to make certain that they are destroyed. For example, a police station would have to make sure that an officer's comments or notes from his interviews with students are destroyed after the student has talked with a student? Is it intended to override the right to a paper.

The act also requires an educational institution to provide "hearings on the records," and to protect this right. Congress was given the right to ask if a student could ask for a hearing to be held by an independent body.

Another aspect of this act that might prove troublesome according to the report, is a number of ambiguities that should be corrected by legislative action. One of these ambiguities is the term "any and all official records files and data.

The report asserted that this term can be given a number of meanings in various circumstances. For example, it might include dates, personal files, or personal notes. It might also include anything related to students or their parents.

The report also asserted that the act "appears to have consequences that the Congress did not intend." One example of this is that students who are receiving financial aid would have access to confidential information, such as assets, liabilities and tax returns of and all official records files and data. The report states that Smith University has received "a list of file numbers that it could turn out to be detrimental. I definitely think it should be made more specific to help all involved," he commented.

The report also asserted that the act "appears to have consequences that the Congress did not intend." One example of this is that students who are receiving financial aid would have access to confidential information, such as assets, liabilities and tax returns of all official records files and data. The report states that Smith University has received "a list of file numbers that it could turn out to be detrimental. I definitely think it should be made more specific to help all involved," he commented.

Genie Laurich is a senior student at Notre Dame in Arts and Letters. She lives with three other N.D. seniors in a house at 601 Sherry Drive about ten blocks from campus. They pay $195 per month.

In the two months since school began Laurich and her roommates have been burglarized three times. On Sept. 24 Laurich left her house at 1:55 to make a 7:00 appointment, leaving the house vacant. At 2:15 one of her roommates returned and found the windows broken; the color T.V., eight stereo speakers, two turn tables, two amplifiers, and one set of stereo headphones missing. Laurich and her roommates were burglarized again on Sept. 26 and Oct. 24.

Gene's story is a very common one to off-campus students. Living near campus, especially off campus residence section 16, the area bounded by Madison, Hill, Edison, and Rockne streets.

Fr. Talarida, Director of Student Housing stated that in this section there have been four burglaries and three robberies just within the month of October.

Neighboring sections 6, 7, 8, and 19, (the rest of the map) have had a total of 36 burglaries and 11 robberies within October. The worth of the stolen goods averaged about 400 dollars per theft.

Laurich and her roommates would like to move out of their present residence. It is destroying my study," stated Laurich. "How can you think about the paper you are writing, if you are not sure your typewriter will be there when you get home." Laurich's landlord, however, will not release Laurich and his roommates from their contract. He has fulfilled as a proprietor, every obligation of the contract.

After the second he replaced the window glass with wooden planks which the burglars kicked in. "At present we are negotiating with him for iron bars in the windows," Laurich said.

Because their landlord has fulfilled every demand of the contract, the students have no legal grounds to reason in seeking a release from their lease. If they were to leave the 601 Sherry Street residence, they would still have to pay the rent for the remaining year.

There are a number of things being initiated by the Student Housing office to help remedy situations for off-campus students, like Gene Laurich's. The Housing Office is trying to compile a list for the South Bend Police of all the houses occupied by students in the 6, 7, 8, 19, and 10 sections.

"If the police can single out which houses are occupied by students, they can watch them more carefully especially during breaks," stated Talarida. "He urged students living in these sections to report their house numbers to the Housing Office.

The Housing Office is also working on a project to compile a list of the license numbers of the cars expected to frequent the individual student houses in the 6, 7, 189, and 10 areas.
world briefs

MOSCOW UPI - The Soviet Union trundled weapons from its nuclear array across Red Square Thursday to mark 57 years of Communism and Defense Minister Andrei A. Grechko called for "vast efforts" to match a military buildup in the West.

NEW HAVEN UPI - Yale University law professor Alexander Bickel, one of the nation's outstanding constitutional law experts whose opinions were cited during the Watergate scandals, died Thursday at his home. He was 69.

L.A. PAZ, BOLIVIA UPI - President Hugo Banzer personally took command of the Bolivian Army Thursday and crushed an army rebellion in the city of Santa Cruz de la Sierra in southeastern Bolivia, the state radio said.

BELFAST (UPI) - An explosion blew two British soldiers to bits and injured seven other persons Thursday in the remote Northern Ireland village of Siverstown.

The blast brought to four the number of British soldiers killed in two day in Northern Ireland.

LONDON UPI - A bomb tossed from the sidewalk blasted a pub crowded with civilians and military personnel Thursday night in an apparent attempted replay of bombings of two pubs in the town of Guildford that killed five a month ago.

Scotland Yard said at least one person was killed Thursday night and 26 persons were injured. The spokesman corrected an earlier statement that the dead man was a soldier, but said at least five of the injured were military personnel, two of them women soldiers.

on campus today

Friday, November 8, 1974
12:15 pm-seminar, "the university press and the university" James langrod; fac. lounge, lib.
3:15 pm-peter c. realty lecture series, "heterogeneous catalysis" by dr. j. h. siefert, conference room, radiation lab.
4 pm-american studies conference, a bicentennial perspective: t. c. drake, i. u. b. m. barbour, providence colls; a' t. drake, i. u. w. k. bohoffer, u. toledo, a. t. carson & h. l. carson, ferris state.
4 pm-seminar, "currentmonetary problems" by r. colver, 120 hayeshealy.
5 pm-wespeers, evensong, log chapel.
5 pm-mass & supper, built shed.
7 & 9 pm-the navigators, "friday night's", non-denominational christ-centered fellowship, flanner penthouse.
8 pm-american studies conference, "the american revolution and the historical imagination" by m. kammern, mem. lib. aud.
8 pm-travelogue series, "greenland-an island of the mind" by j. glerkey, o'laughlin aud.
9 to 11 pm-dance, walsh hall's hop, everyone welcome, $0.30. lafortune ballroom.
9 pm-smc coffeehouse celebrates fail-d. klee, 10 pm-n. ungar, 11 pm-timothy ferris, 12 pm-n. ungar, 1 am-d. klee, aud.
9 to 11 pm-coffeehouse, m. armitage, 11 pm-triad-d. shea, 1 am-t. a. rogers, tantum.
9 to 11 pm-scm coffeehouse, m. armitage, 11 pm-triad-d. shaeen, m. schneider, g. mandelini, 12:15 am pete snake.

Saturday, November 9, 1974
9 am-american studies conference, speakers: r. j. moss, mich st; j. a. davis, u. of i.; c. l. veal, kwan st; v. a. rogers, u. of cincinnati; c. w. akers, oakland u.
10 am-american studies conference, speakers: t. j. schiereth, ind. 110 registration fee.

Sunday, November 10, 1974
2 pm-meeting, talos, sciencefiction club, 2d lafortune.
3 pm-recital, studenty s. b. teachers assoc. nd lib. aud.
4:30-wespeers, evensong, lady chapel.
10-11:45 am-i. 1-4:45 pm saturday art exhibits and art gallery: bill kramer, recent ceramic sculptures, gallery 1, minor white, captures spirit of american life, gallery 2, masterpieces from the kress coll, gallery 2, same time as above-portfolio week, all smc galleries.

Blues Festival opens at Stepan Saturday night

by Ellen Syberg

Notre Dame's fourth annual Midwest Blues Festival will feature Fenton Robinson, Big Walter Horton, Eddie Taylor and Muddy Waters when it opens at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, November 8th. The Stepan Center festival, a program of the Cultural Arts Commission, was organized by Perry Aberli, chairman, and Mike Musa, CA commission member.

Explaining their goals for this year's festival, Musa quoted, "We wanted really good music that we could offer for a reasonable price. With these performers we have been able to do that." Aberli added, "How often can you get a line-up of excellent musicians like this for only three dollars?"

"We realize that people may not be that knowledgeable about blues. We're setting the ticket price low so that people who are interested in finding out about it can afford to come," Musa explained.

Aberli noted that many students may be surprised at just how familiar they will be with the music. "When you hear it, you see how much influence blues has had on recent rock performers. After all, the Rolling Stones took their name from a classic song by Muddy Waters," Aberli observed.

Waters, a dominant figure in the Chicago blues scene, is making his second appearance at the festival and expresses "vast efforts" by the stuaents of University of Notre Dame and Purdue University.

Notre Dame's fourth annual Blues Festival is organized by the Cultural Arts Commission, was organized by Perry Aberli, chairman, and Mike Musa, CA commission member.

A special presentation of the South Bend Symphony Orchestra

"Amahl & the Night Visitors" is a charmingly staged and costumed musical classic with an appeal to all people, young and old alike. This is the professional production ever to be performed in the area. There will be two performances only and tickets are limited. We suggest you purchase your tickets early.

Performances:
Morgan Civic Auditorium
Friday, December 6 (8 p.m.)
Saturday (matinee) Dec. 7 (3:30 p.m.)

Tickets: Friday $5.50 & 4.00 Saturday $5.50 & 4.00
General admission $3.00 $2.00

For reservations and ticket information, phone the Morris Civic Auditorium box office at 202-6564. Tickets may be ordered by mail by sending a check or money order and a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Morris Civic Auditorium, South Bend, IN 46601.
Warning is issued to local bars

by Dennis Kelly
Staff Reporter

The St. Joseph County Alcoholic Beverage Control Board met with opposition Wednesday afternoon after a notice was released last Wednesday warning tavern owners in the Corby-Eddy neighborhood to open their establishments to music noise and not to prevent patrons from littering the surrounding area.

The board, chaired by Bert Wudorow, told the proprietors that failure to comply could result in a revocation of liquor license. "We are emphasizing that we are going to look at the renewal application very carefully," he said.

The action came at a hearing on a petition for a permit to start a new bar filed by Matthew Bauer of Granger. A unanimous vote of the board approved Bauer's petition to open a bar in the northeast neighborhood area.

Twenty-five member residents of the NE Corner Neighborhood Council appeared at the board meeting to support Bauer's application. Council President Arthur Quigley, a civil engineering professor at Notre Dame, urged the council to reject the request "philosophically." He was uncommitted in the outcome of the Bauer hearing, but was heartened by "all the fine words and support." He pointed out that his organization first approached the bar owners concerning noise and crowd conduct in January, 1973, and remembered that some of the responses were in his words "quite cavalier." In speaking of his own organization, Quigley noted that its main purposes are mostly positive in nature, with programs such as aid to senior citizens, food nutrition programs, youth counseling and neighborhood beautification.

The faculty senate noted that the television courses usually restricted to students of courses which discussed the need for Notre Dame to head such a broad department. The faculty members also noted that the situation at hand was "most unfortunate," because many citizens had devoted much time and energy to the neighborhood, and that government had spent great sums of money for street and curb repair, and that the local bars and the clientele were disregarding those interests.

"I don't know of any man that has the capacity or the qualifications to head such a broad department." The proposed senior seminar on values alo drew mixed reactions from the Faculty Senate. History Professor Robert Kerby noted, "If this seminar is to teach values, I cannot see the point of trying to induce such values in the last year when the student has already proceeded through three and a half years without this support."

A point was raised, however, that the seminar should be aimed at teaching values but to promote a better interpersonal relationship among students and instructors. Several professors affirmed their support for the seminar, but the Senate was obviously split on the issue.

Faculty senate also re-considered the proposal to approve the use of educational television or cable television for certain courses. The only advantage discussed for the proposal was that television would give greater access to students of courses which are in great demand. The television courses, however, would destroy valuable teacher-student interaction, some professors complained. They added that such a situation would hinder the progress of the student and would have the effect of "uncompliance for the teachers."

The Senate approved the CCS recommendation to make courses equally available to all qualified students regardless of their major or college. The faculty members said the measure would enable the student to broaden his scope by selecting theopin to enroll in courses usually restricted to another college. Also approved by the Senate was the proposal to begin a combination five-year BA-MBA program. The faculty also agreed with the recommendation that students should not have to foot the bill. The proposed senior seminar on values alo drew mixed reactions from the Faculty Senate. History Professor Robert Kerby noted, "If this seminar is to teach values, I cannot see the point of trying to induce such values in the last year when the student has already proceeded through three and a half years without this support."
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Campaign charges refuted

By Jim Donatben
Staff Reporter

Leo Buchignani, chairman of Notre Dame-St. Mary's, said yesterday that Lugar's campaign managers for Senator Birch Bayh and Richard Lugar were using a subsidiary part of the state's activities to support their statewide campaign. Never, he implied that Democrats were not spending any money. It's stupid to say that they aren't spending any money. It's stupid to say that there isn't any money being spent. It's stupid to say that there isn't any money being spent.

On the basis of the statute alone, the two ads are being committed a technical violation, said Professor Fernand Dullie of the Notre Dame law school, who is the local chapter is an agent of the state. The statute as written says that any political agent to expend any money for the advertising of any political matter shall not be lawful for any political matter whatsoever. This will not purge the statute of its purpose of keeping the state from spending any money.

On the basis of the statute alone, the two ads are being committed a technical violation, said Professor Fernand Dullie of the Notre Dame law school, who is the local chapter is an agent of the state. The statute as written says that any political agent to expend any money for the advertising of any political matter shall not be lawful for any political matter whatsoever. This will not purge the statute of its purpose of keeping the state from spending any money.

The campaign managers at the Nov. 4 election expenses states: "It shall not be lawful for any political campaign, treasurer or political agent to expend any money for the advertising of any political matter whatsoever. The statute as written says that any political agent to expend any money for the advertising of any political matter shall not be lawful for any political matter whatsoever. This will not purge the statute of its purpose of keeping the state from spending any money."

On the basis of the statute alone, the two ads are being committed a technical violation, said Professor Fernand Dullie of the Notre Dame law school, who is the local chapter is an agent of the state. The statute as written says that any political agent to expend any money for the advertising of any political matter shall not be lawful for any political matter whatsoever. This will not purge the statute of its purpose of keeping the state from spending any money.
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On the basis of the statute alone, the two ads are being committed a technical violation, said Professor Fernand Dullie of the Notre Dame law school, who is the local chapter is an agent of the state. The statute as written says that any political agent to expend any money for the advertising of any political matter shall not be lawful for any political matter whatsoever. This will not purge the statute of its purpose of keeping the state from spending any money.
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On the basis of the statute alone, the two ads are being committed a technical violation, said Professor Fernand Dullie of the Notre Dame law school, who is the local chapter is an agent of the state. The statute as written says that any political agent to expend any money for the advertising of any political matter shall not be lawful for any political matter whatsoever. This will not purge the statute of its purpose of keeping the state from spending any money.

On the basis of the statute alone, the two ads are being committed a technical violation, said Professor Fernand Dullie of the Notre Dame law school, who is the local chapter is an agent of the state. The statute as written says that any political agent to expend any money for the advertising of any political matter shall not be lawful for any political matter whatsoever. This will not purge the statute of its purpose of keeping the state from spending any money.
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Talking Loser's Blues

By Art Buchwald

In every political contest there is a winner and a loser. You hear a lot from the winner but nothing from the loser. What happens to a defeated candidate? How does he feel? "Gov. Ribadasher," I said. "Oh, you still remember me?" Haberdasher smiled.

"You only lost the election Tuesday, Governor." You're a loser, aren't you?"

"It must be tough to have been a governor and then be turned out by the people. What was the first thought that came to your mind when they told you that you had lost the election?"

"I thought about all the good things I had hoped to accomplish for this state-unfinished business that I had started; the dreams that were shattered by an electorate that didn't understand what I was trying to do."

"That's very nice, Governor. But what were you really thinking?"

"Well, if you want me to level with you, the first thought that came to mind was, 'Damn, there goes my helicopter.' You know, I really got to love that helicopter. It would land right out there on the front lawn and zoom in and out of the stinking congestion and you'd have to figure how to land right over there in the middle you see and then you'd get right off the ground and zoom!"

"No one could fault you for thinking that. Do you blame anyone for losing the election?"

"I blame myself, only myself. Of course, I had lovely TV commercials. I mean they really stank. But every time I complained, they told me I didn't know anything about show business. And those infantile newspaper ads didn't help me any, nor did my campaign staff who seemed to be drunk all the time. When you lose, you blame yourself, only yourself."

"I shambled after them, as I've been doing all my life, after people who beat me, because the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad with love, mad with life, mad to talk, mad to be saved of everything at the same time, the ones who have yawned or said a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn like fabulous yellow candles, sputtering, sputtering across the stars and in the middle you see the blue centerright pop and everybody goes, "Aaww!""

"It's much easier, so you see, to write about disillusionment than dreams... hey look, if you've gone this far...there was Jordan beside me, who, unlike Dandridge, was too wise ever to carry well-forgotten dreams from age to age..."

-- The observer Friday, November 6, 1974 5

O P I N I O N C O U N T E R P O I N T

Turning 20: It's Already Been Done

Fred Graver

So Bobby comes in and hurls
everybody...simply phenomenal and the greatest thing that has happened to him in a hundred years...this guy comes in while we're all at the post office. Then he asks if he's the one on the radio and asks if he's the one on the radio and asks if he's the one on the radio...

I am biased. I am not sure if chaos accepts me. I know there are some people terrified of the box, but there are some people terrified I am being a fairly modern critic and asks if he's the one on the radio and asks if he's the one on the radio and asks if he's the one on the radio...

Unfortunately, I am one of the Supremes.

I accept chaos, I am not sure if chaos accepts me. I know there are some people terrified of the box, but there are some people terrified I am being a fairly modern critic and asks if he's the one on the radio and asks if he's the one on the radio and asks if he's the one on the radio...

15 minutes. There's no feeling like this."

"That's very nice, Governor. But what were you really thinking?"

"Well, if you want me to level with you, the first thought that came to mind was, 'Damn, there goes my helicopter.' You know, I really got to love that helicopter. It would land right out there on the front lawn and zoom in and out of the stinking congestion and you'd have to figure how to land right over there in the middle you see and then you'd get right off the ground and zoom!"

"No one could fault you for thinking that. Do you blame anyone for losing the election?"

"I blame myself, only myself. Of course, I had lovely TV commercials. I mean they really stank. But every time I complained, they told me I didn't know anything about show business. And those infantile newspaper ads didn't help me any, nor did my campaign staff who seemed to be drunk all the time. When you lose, you blame yourself, only yourself."

"I shambled after them, as I've been doing all my life, after people who beat me, because the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad with love, mad with life, mad to talk, mad to be saved of everything at the same time, the ones who have yawned or said a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn like fabulous yellow candles, sputtering, sputtering across the stars and in the middle you see the blue centerright pop and everybody goes, "Aaww!""

"It's much easier, so you see, to write about disillusionment than dreams... hey look, if you've gone this far...there was Jordan beside me, who, unlike Dandridge, was too wise ever to carry well-forgotten dreams from age to age... not only the title, but the plan and a good deal of the incidental symbolism of the poem were suggested by Mr. Kerouac, Mr. Bergen and Mr. Charley McCarthy's excellent work, "From Romance: Conversations with a Wooden Rockhead"... these fragments I have stored against my rains."

"I saw all right, I tell you, Monday we watch exactly four of his house but he no come home. Tuesday, we go to the game, but he fool us. He no show up. Wednesday, he go to the ball game, but he fool us, we no show up. Thursday was a doubleheader, nobody show up. Friday was a rain day. There was no ball game so we stayed home and listened to it on the radio."

hey little buddy, onet, cam, tom, bobby, rich, ski, look, friends...all that matters is that I got away with it so far...santh. Monday, we watch exactly four of his house but he no come home. Tuesday, we go to the game, but he fool us. He no show up. Wednesday, he go to the ball game, but he fool us, we no show up. Thursday was a doubleheader, nobody show up. Friday was a rain day. There was no ball game so we stayed home and listened to it on the radio.
November is a mood of year that stretches us apart with a hunger after glory. It is a flag of season straining at the heart alive in a land without grace. November is the multimeter that breaks down death like a gray bird lonely in the meadow, betrayed to the winter by the October gypsy. It is April grown old; it is springtime too long at the party. Why then, in these landscape rocks, the north, the bleak, white beauty ingathered by the dying year, can the other forest with him are two other blue guesting at immortal feasts? Mainly, I suppose no use November needs a cheerful heart.

For one, am prepared to give November everything it needs. Since I have a cheerful heart, I will give it to November, though the whole month leaves me feeling metaphysically shaky. November can be a bitch of a month. There's really nine million people, so I can't do it. And, I suppose no use November needs a cheerful heart.

Muddy is, indeed, the most legendary band of the early 50's. It features the star of MB I Muddy Waters must certainly be a claimant to the crown. More than any other living 'Blues, it is common knowledge that B. B. King included) Muddy Waters is simply, the Blues. For this music is not merely raucous, boogie and booze joints so that the dances of springtime can be kept going through the darkness into light—and I am not merely talking of gravyeyard victorises which, God knows, at the age of twenty, you may not think much about. Love is at work in the ordering of the seasons, but it is not only roses that suffer the winter. Life has its seasons also, with its bleak months alternating with the sunshine, but they are not constantly in the direction of springtime, until the final glory of an everlasting May. But even in the days of heaven, there are the defeats and humiliations that are a part of life, the years that ruined a date; the quiz that failed a semester, the broken promise of marriage; the death of a child that broke a heart. These are the Novembers great or less, when Muddy comes into season. But it is then that a cheerfulness born of Christian optimism, will remember that God does not love the year less, when it breaks. He gives it to November. All the beauty of summer is gathered into His hands, so that He can give it back in those days, when the World will know with conviction that the pattern of all life is a gain and loss of light and shadows, and beauty is never, ever, finally lost.

There is only one lesson I have really ever wanted to teach you: it is the Gospel news that tells you that you are loved. But your lover is a November God at least for a little while. If you can take the winter to reach April. In some years, that is quite long enough. In the meantime God, as well as November, needs a cheerful heart.

The third version of MIDWEST BLUES will be at the Stockton Center this weekend. And while the forum is timeless, we've designated MB IIIII for two into one night the quality and the quantity of the music will be as intense as ever. The revival, if one night can be so designated, features the star of MB I Muddy Waters, and a return appearance of Big Walter Horton with Eddie Taylor, and the college concert of the year, Fenton Robinson. So, for a brief four or five hours, Stepan Center will be translated into one of the raucous, boogey and boozed joints so typical of the south and westside ghettos of "Chicago. The music will be loud and driving, desperating trying to convey a feeling that is, simply, the Blues. For this music is not mere entertainment. It is a medium of expression that has been generated by the earth, and is for the earth. The Blues can tell you what its like to be down, but they can also lift you up, they can be clapping your hands—and didn't realize it—during. You're laughing and talking with people you didn't know before and Monday and the rest of the "Mean Old World" are a long ways away.

To those people who know anything about Blues, it is common knowledge B. King is not the King. Perhaps there is none, for there are as many kinds of Blues as there are artists. The King, was Robert Johnson or Elmore James. Or maybe there is a living grandpa. If there is, Muddy Waters must certainly be a claimant to the crown. More than any other living artist (B. King included) Muddy has shaped the character of modern electric blues. From Walter Aristocrat (bought out by Chess) from 1947 to 1959 (including "Rollin' Stone", the song that inspired a certain rock group); to the legendary band of the early 50's that included Little Walter Jacobs, Otis Spann, Jimmy Rogers, and Willie Dixon; to the early 70's "Lonesome" band with Stevie Winwood and Roch Gretch—and the earlier "Fathers and Sons" wherein Mike Bloomfield and Paul Butterfield showed people where they were coming from—Muddy has cut a path through the heart of the Blues scene. Add to this the memory of another too early death, and B. B. King, and Beale street is something not to be missed. But Muddy isn't that the whole of MB III. Because with Muddy, to Blues freaks, either of these names is a legend that conjures up images of crowded dingy rooms with a driving band on a small stage in the corner. In this mirage Walter can be seen tall and thin, bunched over his cupped hands blowing notes from a horn most people didn't know was in it and almost anyone else couldn't find. He might becountup Muddy's vocals or jamming with Roosevelt Sykes. The legend has it that Walter even played with the Memphis Jug Band at the age of 13—certainly his character would not believe it. And we know for a fact that when Fleetwood Mac got to Chicago they looked up Walter and asked if they could jam with him—they knew, were coming too. Then and there is Eddie Taylor, cigarette drooping, quiet and unassumingly laying down the guitar backup for Jimmy Reed— or playing with Sonny Pryor and Sunland Slim and Floyd Jones. Eddie "Big Town Playboy" Taylor, who went to school with B. King and went to Memphis with Eddie Taylor, and came to Stepan with the winter. Life has its seasons also, with its bleak months alternating with the sunshine, but they are not constantly in the direction of springtime, until the final glory of an everlasting May. But in the seasons of heaven, there are the defeats and humiliations that are a part of life, the years that ruined a date; the quiz that failed a semester, the broken promise of marriage; the death of a child that broke a heart. These are the Novembers great or less, when Muddy comes into season. But it is then that a cheerfulness born of Christian optimism, will remember that God does not love the year less, when it breaks. He gives it to November. All the beauty of summer is gathered into His hands, so that He can give it back in those days, when the World will know with conviction that the pattern of all life is a gain and loss of light and shadows, and beauty is never, ever, finally lost.

The final artist on the MB IIII line up is Fenton Robinson. Least known of our guests Fenton has a well deserved reputation around the Chicago blues scene. He has recently recorded an album for Bruce Iglauer and Alloy electric guitars, hopefully, will be available by festival time. Fenton is also the youngest of our performers and while his roots are firm in the blues of Muddy and Walter and B. King he is in a sense, an outgrowth of the following his career and love to the music of fusing soul and blues together. He's played with Buddy Guy, Otis Rush, Howlin Wolf, Booker T. and The Mamas & the Papas. He's played with the "Rolling Stones" and "Creedence Clearwater Revival," and even the "Sonny & Cher" show. Now he's performing with "Saturday Night at Stockton Center." I advise you not to miss it. It will be a deja-vu for those of us who remember the oldlonglost 78, except without the scratches—nobody will ever have to attribute it to academic pressures; an old garden path; and like those tragic leaves it well nigh naked unto November is a mood of year that stretches us from Earth to Heaven. But cheerfulness is required of all of us, as a faith in reconstructions. For this music is not merely raucous, boogie and booze joints so that the dances of springtime can be kept going through the darkness into light—and I am not merely talking of gravyeyard victorises which, God knows, at the age of twenty, you may not think much about. Love is at work in the ordering of the seasons, but it is not only roses that suffer the winter. Life has its seasons also, with its bleak months alternating with the sunshine, but they are not constantly in the direction of springtime, until the final glory of an everlasting May. But in the seasons of heaven, there are the defeats and humiliations that are a part of life, the years that ruined a date; the quiz that failed a semester, the broken promise of marriage; the death of a child that broke a heart. These are the Novembers great or less, when Muddy comes into season. But it is then that a cheerfulness born of Christian optimism, will remember that God does not love the year less, when it breaks. He gives it to November. All the beauty of summer is gathered into His hands, so that He can give it back in those days, when the World will know with conviction that the pattern of all life is a gain and loss of light and shadows, and beauty is never, ever, finally lost.

There is only one lesson I have really ever wanted to teach you: it is the Gospel news that tells you that you are loved. But your lover is a November God at least for a little while. If you can take the winter to reach April. In some years, that is quite long enough. In the meantime God, as well as November, needs a cheerful heart.
Stanford MBA

**REPRESENTATIVE COMING TO CAMPUS**

**WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13**

A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of Business will be on campus to discuss with interested students the exceptional educational opportunity of the Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through The Placement Bureau.

The Stanford MBA program is a two-year general management course of studies designed for highly qualified men and women who have majored in liberal arts, humanities, science, or engineering, and who wish to develop management skills to meet the broad responsibilities which will be required in both the private and public sectors in the future.

**THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY**

**GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

Stanford, California 94305

---

**In Watergate trial**

**Sirica declares tapes admissible**

By JANE DENISON

WASHINGTON (UPI) -- U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica Thursday declared Richard M. Nixon's secret tapes to be proper evidence in the Watergate cover-up trial, overriding defense objections that they were illegal wiretaps and thus inadmissible.

In a brief courtroom statement, Sirica ruled that the prosecution had not failed to establish a "necessity" foundation to admit the 26 tapes, which include Nixon's White House conversations between June 31, 1972, and Aug. 1, 1972, as the alleged cover-up began to unravel.

The ruling is expected to be introduced beginning Monday in the trial of five men charged with attempting to cover up high-level involvement in the break-in and bugging of Democratic national headquarters June 17, 1972.

In a last-ditch effort to keep the tapes away from the jury, attorneys for defendant H.R. Haldeman tried the surprise tactic of arguing that federal law prohibits fruits of illegal wiretaps as evidence.

Since the prosecution has offered no evidence that any of the participants in the conversations gave their consent to being taped, Haldeman lawyer Frank J. Stricker argued, the tapes thus are illegal interception of wire and oral communications and must be ruled inadmissible.

It was an argument never before raised in the case and lawyers for the four other defendants -- John N. Mitchell, John D. Ehrlichman, Robert C. Mundell and Kenneth W. Parkinson -- immediately endorsed it. But it carried no weight with Sirica.

"I think you have a different situation," he said. He ruled tapes that are being offered were made at the direction of the President and kept in the general course of business.

"My ruling is very simple, I don't think Congress intended that statute to apply in a situation as we have in this case."

---

**Poll on calendar change slated for second semester**

by Marianne Flynn

Student government academic commissioner Jim Ambrose commented yesterday on possible plans for changing the academic calendar.

"Right now, there's not much that can be done," said Ambrose. "Polls taken now will have very little influence."

According to Ambrose, the issue of the calendar will not be taken up by the Academic Council until late January or early February.

"We will be working on a student and faculty participation in the decision," said Ambrose.

---

**The Student Union Cultural Arts Commission presents**

**Midwest Blues Festival**

with

**Muddy Waters**

and

**Big Walter Horton**

Fenton Robinson

Saturday, November 9, 1974

8:00 p.m. Stepan Center

$3.00 at the door
Tuesday, Notre Dame and St. Mary's students went to the polls...and Tuesday they saw the power of the student vote in the election returns.

The campus vote was a deciding factor in at least one of the local races. Newly-elected State Senator Robert Kovach credits his victory to the voter support of Bobbigger in large part to the student vote. Kovach's margin of victory unofficially was near 900 votes of the over 30,000 ballots cast. Kovach carried the Notre Dame-St. Mary's precinct by 692 votes.

The results clearly signal success for the Voter Registration drive conducted by Student Government in September. In that drive 1800 new local voters were registered on campus in an attempt to create a student power vote on lowering the drinking age to 18. Although the age of majority certainly was not the only issue for students, its importance to the students has been demonstrated in their vote. Kavoch favored lowering the age of majority; Bobbigger did not.

In a year of Watergate and a general political climate, nationwide statistics indicate only 38 percent of those of voting age actually voted. On campus close to 50 percent of those registered voted locally, despite delays of up to minutes at the polls. Student interest in local politics, especially the drinking issue, is high.

The question of who wins on campus is obviously impractical (although ideal) the local community that can no longer be ignored. Politically, the Notre Dame and St. Mary's constituency must rest with the local community. The officials elected Tuesday are their officials as much as they are anyone else's. Students should not be ignored. Politically, the Notre Dame constituency can and has made the difference in close elections. With this newfound political power Notre Dame and St. Mary's students have the ability to influence the government they live under.

They can call their state representatives, lobby with county officials, talk with city government. The chance to work with local and state government is here as it has never been before. It is now up to Student Government to work with the student body to amplify the student voice heard last Tuesday.

Terry Keeney

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

THE POWER OF THE VOTE

For the last two years Student Government has been involved in a state lobby with over 20 other Indiana colleges. Although this student lobby has failed to produce substantial results largely because of in-fighting among the members, it has established cooperation with other state colleges (which wield greater political power than Notre Dame) is essential.

More important than influence on the political events in Indianapolis is the impact students can have in South Bend. The student movement of the Sixties has resulted in vast student political power in such "college towns" as Berkeley, California and Madison, Wisconsin. Although South Bend is far from being a college town, students do have an important political role to play.

Notre Dame students living off campus are just beginning to experience the problems of living in South Bend—the crime, the housing and the racial problems that South Bend residents have long been forced to face. Notre Dame students living off campus spend nine months of the year in South Bend. What happens in this city and this county affects them, perhaps more than they realize.

What Notre Dame students are now confronted with is the opportunity to become more integrated with the rest of the local community. The officials elected Tuesday are their officials as much as they are anyone else's. Students have an important input to the community of South Bend that can no longer be ignored. Politically, the Notre Dame constituency can and has made the difference in close elections. With this newfound political power Notre Dame and St. Mary's students have the ability to influence the government they live under.

They can call their state representatives, lobby with county officials, talk with city government. The chance to work with local and state government is here as it has never been before. It is now up to Student Government to work with the student body to amplify the student voice heard last Tuesday.
Prison inmates reflect on the "life within the walls"

by Theresa Stewart
Staff Reporter

"I never stole a thing in my life. It just happened that I killed a man. It's not something I am ashamed of or proud of," the inmate said, brushing away the reason he was sentenced to the Indiana State Prison in Michigan City, Indiana.

Phillips raps with students

Michigan City, Indiana. He seized three cell-blocks in a hospital in Michigan City. I'm very busy working with the program going on right now in the Tall White Wall, states the State reporter. Continued.

Jaycees and I spent three years at the prison a backward institution, a jacket and just recently observed. He has been stopped by practicing and working with the program going on right now in the Tall White Wall, states the State reporter. Continued.

Phillips... their own incentive and strength. resilience and the ability to provide the opportunity for women to go when the going gets tough." This image now involves campus. It's a lot different from the lower rungs of party politics. was Martha Phillips, the National Republican Women's League of Liberty Group of America.

Questions concerning women and their roles, she said, were developed. The underwriter, National Republica... has been providing insurance to over 350,000 students from coast to coast. __________

Phillips observed that groups such as the League of Women Voters and Common Cause, can probably provide voters with more up-to-date information on candidates and their platforms.

"One of theofil things found," said Martha Phillips, "is that the public is not well informed prior to elections, and that the information that they do receive is usually biased."

Phillips observed that groups such as the League of Women Voters and Common Cause, can probably provide voters with more up-to-date information on candidates and their platforms.

"One of theofil things found," said Martha Phillips, "is that the public is not well informed prior to elections, and that the information that they do receive is usually biased."

According to Sally Wexel, the clerk who escorts the women along the tunnel in the women's wing, are not allowed within the "walls" of this maximum security prison after it had been closed, has much changed, especially since the riot last year and the incident with Robert Warden. Russell Long's leaving to Oklahoma last summer.

"Last year, a group of migrants seized three to blocks in a riot in which no one was hurt, but demands were heard," Wexel explained. "Now, we are upgrading the hospital, have added some two doctors to our staff, and have a vocational training program going between Ivy Tech and the prison vocational school with the aid of federal funds." Public visitation and volunteer work is also opening up again," she concluded.

Dressed in blue denim pants and a jacket and just recently allowed to have different colored T-shirts, the inmates go about their different jobs in the Tag shop where license plates and road signs are made. There is also a Tailor Shop where the uniforms are made, a shop shop, a Barber's Training School, an Academic Education and General Education Development Center. One thousand men are inside the walls of this prison capable of

(continued on page 18)
SBP comments on voting

by Mary Reber
Staff Reporter

Student Body President Pat McLaughlin commented yesterday evening after a student voting participation in the state election.

"I was surprised not so many people voted: only 1,000 out of 1,800 registered voters actually voted. I don’t know why the turnout was poor," McLaughlin stated.

"I’m glad that the students who did vote, heard the calls to vote for Richard Bodine and Robert Kovach," the candidates recommended by Student Government in the Observer, the SBP continued.

Speaking of the winning candidates, McLaughlin said, "I think we elected three good people. Now I think things look a lot better than before the election. They will push for lowering the drinking age." He also noted that all three candidates supported the ERA.

Student votes proved their effectiveness in the election of Kovach who won by 900 votes, 700 of which came from Notre Dame and St. Mary’s students.

McLaughlin stated that when Kovach was interviewed on television on election night, he acknowledged that he had received a good deal of support from Notre Dame students.

After appearing on the ND campus October 22, Robert Ducomb sent a letter to McLaughlin saying he would be very happy to introduce legislation that would benefit Notre Dame students. McLaughlin said Ducomb even offered to meet with students to discuss issues if he were elected.

Commenting on Bodine, McLaughlin said, "I thought he was the best candidate for the office because he was up on every issue, well-spoken, and experienced." He also mentioned that Bodine favored lowering the drinking age.

"We will soon be getting in touch with other schools in Indiana to influence state legislation," said McLaughlin. "We will be working in particular with 29 other schools such as Ball State and Indiana University in the Indiana Student Association, a lobby group ND just joined last year."

A Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator is a gift for a lifetime.

The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule. Performs all basic arithmetic, trig and log calculations automatically. Has an Addressable Memory. Displays 10 digits in fixed decimal or scientific notation, automatically positioning decimal point throughout its 300-decade range. Cost, $225. The HP-45. Advanced Scientific. Performs 44 scientific functions including vector arithmetic, rectangular to polar conversion, mean and standard deviation. Has 9 Addressable Memories. At $325 it’s the pre-programmed calculator for all scientists, engineers and students of science and engineering.

The HP-65 Fully Programmable. The world’s only fully programmable pocket calculator. You can write, edit and record programs up to 100 steps long. You can take advantage of HP pre-recorded programs, so you gain the speed/accuracy benefits of programming without writing your own. Performs 51 pre-programmed functions. Cost, $1795.

Make this a special Christmas. Ask for an instrument crafted to last your working lifetime and designed to solve the problems you can expect to encounter throughout that lifetime. Circle the HP pocket calculator that’s right for you.

TRIAD ENTERPRISES INC. PRESENTS

"DR. JOHN" IN CONCERT

Fri. Nov. 15th 9:00 p.m.
Stepan Center After The Pep Rally
Tickeis: $4.00, Available at Student Union Ticket Office and Boogie Records
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St. Mary's mail service adds delivery in afternoon

by Paul Young

The SMC mail service has added a second mail delivery for students at no extra expense without increasing the hours of hall carriers. The new delivery, from 4:30 until 5:30 p.m. every Tuesday and Thursday, includes mail which formerly had been held for delivery at the post office, according to student supervisor of the SMC Post Office, Leslie Williams.

This “leftover” mail, she stated, is delivered by the Notre Dame post office at 2:15 p.m. and 4 p.m. weekdays and at 10:15 a.m. Saturdays. “As the mail is there anyway,” continued Williams, “it is a matter of convenience and a half-day speed-up of mail for students to have the afternoon delivery.”

The original mail system incorporated this year had only a morning delivery at 9 a.m. This change has been made in terms of operation affecting both the Notre Dame postal service and SMC’s mail contractor.

However, explained Williams, SMC has worked out the hindrances to a morning and afternoon delivery. “Since there is no extra work involved,” continued the student supervisor, “the post office is glad to be able to provide the service.”

Williams related the resumption of the second delivery to the general feeling around campus favoring its reinstatement.

QUICK SHUTTLE SYSTEM
Main circle at ND.............................................. 8:30
Holy Cross-SMC.............................................. 8:34
Light before Bob’s Head.................................. 8:38
Light at Denny’s Village Inn............................... 8:40
Jay’s lounge on “31”......................................... 8:41
Portsmouth’s on “31”......................................... 8:52
Heidelberg on “31”........................................... 8:57
Shula’s on “31”.................................................. 9:02
Kubik’s on “31”.................................................. 9:07
Light at Denny’s Village Inn............................... 9:12
Light after Bob’s Head.................................... 9:15
Cross Hall-SMC .............................................. 9:17
Main circle at ND.............................................. 9:19

There will also be runs following this same schedule leaving the main circle at 9, 9:30, 10, 11, 12, 12:30, 1, 1:30. All buses go to Michigan.

The cost will be $0.50 way or $1.75 for all night. If you have any questions please call 738. The usherboard on duty will try to help you out.

STUDENT UNION PRESENTS

FRI & SUN NOV 8 & 10 7 & 9:30 PM
ENGINEERING AUDIT. $1.00

Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice

WANTED
One used good condition 10 speed bicycle. Call 823.

PARTY PEOPLE to come to the HOP at LaFortune tonight. Bring your best friends. Call 234-6455.

One 2 GA tickets for Phit Call Tom 6398


Driver to drive U-Haul Truck round trip to Harrisburg this weekend. Call S.B. Racquet Club and ask for Rick. 217-0111

I need 2 GA tickets for Phit. Call Dave 1644

I need $5 GA tickets. Call Lamo 1275


Full or part-time waiters. Will train. Persons Pancake & Steak House, 9905 Cassopolis. One Block South of Rd. Elkhart, Ind. $4.50

I need ride to Detroit this weekend. Call Magpie at 407 or Sue at 496

I need GA Phit tickets. Call Chuck 296

4 Good GA Phit tickets. Will buy a together or pair. Call Terry 3462

Used upright piano for reasonable price. Call Mike 1428

I need 6 GA Phit tickets. Call Bob 1069

I need 2 GA Phit tickets. Call Michelle 1645

I need 1 student ticket for Phit Game. Call Chuck 1877

Ride wanted to Hartford, Connecticut for Thanksgiving. Will share expenses. Call Paul 2023

I need ride to Chicago Fri. Nov. 8th after 4:45am. Call 4437

I need 2 GA Phit tickets. Call 399-9148.

FOR SALE
Used Nikon equipment for sale. 2 Nikon F bodies, 1 motor drive, 5 lenses (200,200,350,150,135). Call Zenon after midnight at 222-0352 or 223.

4 Yes Tickets. Call Chuck 1877.

Canon Model 7. 50mm F1.8. SN: 12205. 2 lenses, built in flash meter, many other lenses. $100. Call Kline, 4706

Walt’s Hitch is LaFortune 5c at the door for all the need, drink, and dancing you could ask for!

Three Pirahna fish and tank. $150 complete. Real bargain. Phone 272-3723

Jennifer’s 119 W. Cotter Men’s Shirts. Call & India imports. Sale ends Sat.

Boie 919 Speakers $450.00. Dual 1299 Turntable $475.00. All like new. Call 395-5445

1974 Scuba Pro Dive Tank and Boot. Call 2633

Will Sell Yes ticket. Good Seat on the Floor. Call 343-3192

I’ll sell one Yes ticket. Located on the floor. Call Mark at 1612.


Interviewers wanted to conduct personal interviews with households and landowners in heating survey research throughout St. Joseph County. Must be able to work evenings and weekends and a minimum of 25 hours a week. Automobile necessary. Interviewing experience or other public contact experience helpful. Training provided. References required. Survey will be conducted by Contact-WEST, Inc.-1424 Commerce Drive, South Bend, IN 46615-2153. $250. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

For information on the lowest priced diamonds in the area, and personalized service, call a student who knows it! Pat 1149

Typing experienced in form papers and dissertations. Reasonably accurate. 232-5159

Skis. 110. Call Kline, 399-3148.


For Sale.

Dance: Fun. Girls-Guys. All Ages. $1.00. Walsh’s 4437 or Maggie at 4437 or Magpie.

FOR RENT

1053 West Jefferson Duplex 3

3 bedroom Duplex 3 room furnished apartments First & Second Floor. Gas, heat furnished. $299.00. 242-0811

Car problems? Come to Hoffman Bros. Body at Madison. Wholesale prices to ND SMC student/ Faculty and staff do it yourselves. Repair service also available. Since 1979. 234-0811

PERSONALS

Mary from Fairies. Can a crippled black freshman be twins with your fifth year arkhie? I hope so. Chip.

To A. Thank you. I’m very appreciative of your thoughtfulness. Could we talk? Sometimes? Please.

Anyone who knows Camilla Sue, Amy, Kathy, Ann, Mary Anne, Angie, etc. there is a party. If you want to come, be sure to call us. 406-408-3565

Girl 22 on train seat 22 aisle. I’m Sorry. 382-3739

ATTENTION ALL GUYS: If you’re down, and trouble, and you need a helping hand and nothing, nothing is going right — Come to Walsh’s Hop Friday in LaFortune and break out!

It’s really here! Walsh’s Hop is appearing in LaFortune tonight 7-9 am. WE THERE or you won’t know what you’re missing if you weren’t.

DANCE FOR GIRLS-BOYS. TOGETHER DANCE-PARTY DANCE. FAVORS $3.00.
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The Irish Eye

Football picks

Bowl bids are the big news, unofficially, as the 1974 college football season enters week number ten.

11 looks as if Alabama and Notre Dame will reunite in Miami's Orange Bowl on New Year's while Florida will tackle Nebraska in the Sugar Bowl. Other regional conferences, such as Penn State and either Ohio State or Michigan, as usual, will meet the Pac-8 winner in Pasadena's Rose Bowl.

The games will be played in Florida or in Canada.

This week's picks:

UNC at Florida: This is a typically vicious contest for some reason. A lot of people come out of this one hurtin'. Tomorrow there'll be more hurtin' Indians than Trojans. SC by 14. Peggy Lawlor: SC by 21.

BYU at Notre Dame: There's a lot of intangible to this game. Duke and any Owl, especially Jewish ones. Pitt by 14. Larry Andersen: Temple by 2.

Penn State at North Carolina State: Joe Fontana Internationally has his Nittany Lions back on the track. NC State started strong but is making the fast fall. Penn State by 25. University: Penn State by 10.

Missouri at Oklahoma: The Tigers won big last week so now it's their turn to get clobbered. But the Sooners are on the cover of Sports Illustrated smacked with the kind of saves that give them a 1-0 lead. Missouri 3, Oklahoma by 7.

Notre Dame at Army: Big upset last week and they're out to prove it was a fluke. Missouri State is no patro, however, although Alabama beat them 2-0 last week. It won't be a fluke this Saturday, but State will be on the short end. Auburn by 14. Larry Andersen: Auburn by 26.


Louisiana State at Alabama: This game's a contest to see who is the worst major college football team. The sad part about it is that both teams are so evenly matched. A 14-14 tie would be appropriate, but the Hoosiers may pull this one out. Northwestern by 7. Larry Andersen: Northwestern by 10.

Michigan State at Arkansas: Auburn is up set last week and they're out to prove it was a fluke. Missouri State is no patro, however, although Alabama beat them 2-0 last week. It won't be a fluke this Saturday, but State will be on the short end. Auburn by 14. Larry Andersen: Auburn by 26.

Rugby in action

The Notre Dame rugby team returns to action this Saturday after taking a short vacation from the regular schedule of the week. The team, take on undefeated, defending Midwest champion the Chicago Lions. The game will be played in Chicago on the athletic fields in Montrose Park. Earlier this year, the Lions blanked the front-runners from Palmer College, the only team to defeat the Irish ruggers in the fall. Anyone interested in going to the games should call Larry Casey at 289-2757.

The Irish soccer squad dropped two tough games to Wabash and Grace Colleges in games played before break. Wabash downed the Irish 4-0 on their home turf, and Grace beat the Irish 2-0 on Stepen Field.

Wabash dominated the Irish throughout the game. The Wabash fullbacks took control early on and the Irish offense very few chances to score. The Irish were constant on the defense although the score was 4-0 at half time.

After the goal, the Irish offense, led by Terry Finnesgan, continued to press the game, but they were unable to take the score. Late in the half, Notre Dame pulled its defense up off of Grace and took advantage of the move by scoring a breakaway goal with three minutes left in the half.

The B team played three games before break. Marian College fell to the Irish 6-0 in a rout. The Irish goalie's score, 1 goal, was off a well-placed pass on the set. In the second half, Grace scored a goal on a break away, and the fullbacks didn't switch men properly and a Grace lineman got into the goal to score easily.

Booters drop a pair before Fall break

by John DeCourcy
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Student tick still for sale

There are still 620 padded seats available in student sections to the upcoming basketball season. Those who have not yet purchased their season tickets will have until next week to do so. At that time the remaining seats will be offered to the general public. The ticket price of $2.00 per game. Full season, $12.00. Individual games scheduled are as follows:

- University of Michigan vs. Ohio State
- Michigan State vs. Indiana
- Ohio State vs. Michigan State
- Indiana vs. Michigan State
- Michigan vs. Ohio State
- Michigan State vs. Indiana
- Indiana vs. Michigan State
- Michigan vs. Ohio State

Rugby in action

The Notre Dame rugby team returns to action this Saturday after taking a short vacation from the regular schedule of the week. The team, take on undefeated, defending Midwest champion the Chicago Lions. The game will be played in Chicago on the athletic fields in Montrose Park. Earlier this year, the Lions blanked the front-runners from Palmer College, the only team to defeat the Irish ruggers in the fall. Anyone interested in going to the games should call Larry Casey at 289-2757.

Moore injured

The University of Michigan's athletic department announced with great reluctance that All American goalkeeper Robbie Joe Moore underwent knee surgery yesterday and will be lost to the Wolverines until after January. In his two years in the nets for Michigan Moore has turned away almost 250 shots. In Moore's absence, Michigan coach Don Farrel will go with freshman Frank Zimmerman, a highly touted prospect from Canada.